abv
5%
Packaging
11.2 fl. oz., 6-pack cans, 6-bottle pack, 30L & 50L Kegs
Drinking temperature
Serve between 42° and 46° Farenheit
brewed & bottled by
Br. Bavik

Wit-style: A true wit beer must be made of at least 25% wheat malt in combination with barley malt.
Belgian wit beers are naturally cloudy since they are unfiltered.
Wittekerke charms you with its own character, smooth taste
and a unique delicious aroma. A very pleasant drink, light
in alcohol with a crisp and refreshing flavor. Wittekerke is
always served cold, but in taking your time to enjoy it, you
will find more flowery and spring flavors towards the end of
your glass. Although the hoppy bitterness is an underlying
taste, it is never dominant. Perfect white head.
Wittekerke is a fictitious name for a typical Flemish town,
like hundreds of villages in Flanders with a name ending on
Kerke (church) or Kapelle (chapel). Witte means white in
English, thus the translation of the name is White
Chrurch. The Bavik brewery has since a long
time brewed its own authentic wit beer under
the “Bavik Wit” label, but the brewery chose
to change the name in cooperation with the
producers of the Belgian sit-com “Wittekerke.”
The actors drink Wittekerke during the show.
Wittekerke is now the best selling wit beer in Belgium
off-premise, and was voted several years in a row the
best Belgian wit beer by Belgian beer connoisseurs.

Cheers!

a very popular soap on Belgian TV has adopted the
same name. The actors drink Wittekerke on screen,
which helps to promote the Wittekerke beer.

FOOD COMBINATIONS:

Combine it with a spicy carpachio, with scallops,
or with a fresh salad.
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WITTEKERKE FRAMBOIS uses Wittekerke Wit as its
base and the brewer adds fresh raspberries and all natural
sweeteners to the liquid to produce this refreshing brew.
The beer has a nice pink tint and is perfect for a hot
summer day.
The alcohol content of an ice-cold FRAMBOIS is only
4.3 percent by volume, which allows for a long night of
joy, action and fun. The price is remarkable attractive and
shouldn’t withhold anybody for loading up on this tasty
beauty. Bars, disco’s and restaurants have plenty of leeway
to make a great margin. FRAMBOIS is being sold in 11.2
oz 6 pack bottles.
Young folks growing out of their sweet soda habits,
venturing into the ‘adult beverages’, are very pleasantly
surprised by the full round taste of the FRAMBOIS, and
consider it their beer of choice. FRAMBOIS will become
an instant hit in the clubs, and at inside or outside parties.
Wherever young people have fun and mingle.

Cheers!
ABV
4.3%

Packaging
11.2 fl. oz., 6-bottle
pack, 30L Kegs

Drinking temperature
Serve between 42°
and 46° Farenheit
brewed & bottled by
Br. Bavik
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